
Ÿ Cone body made out of poliflexy® in one piece bringing 
flexibility and high resistance to impacts and run-ins, 
always recover its original form.

Ÿ Integrated UV ray protection.
Ÿ Line colors: orange or yellow (other colors on demand).
Ÿ Stackables: Its shape favours easy storage and 

transport. 
Ÿ With reflective ring increase its visibility at night (optional).

Ÿ Solar charge automatic system. 
Ÿ 5 ultrabrilliant leds cluster.
Ÿ 40,000 milicandels with low current of 18,000 

miliampheres and 40,000 miliwatts. 
Ÿ Colors: Amber, red, green, blue and white.

Mainly in works along the roads and ways, in places in 
reconstruction or any place where is necessary to mark 
some danger or deviation.

 POLIFLEXY® CONES ADVANTAGES

COMMON USES OF POLIFLEXY® CONES

RECOMMENDED USE

YELLOW CONE WITH 
INNER RED LIGHT 

Stability details Heavy firm base

SOLAR CONO FLEX
Code: CNFI-71-S / CNFI-91-S

Solar Cell Multiple run-ins resistant

Leader don´t follow steps
... marks the way
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FEATURES

Are more resistant than PVC ones, that material has a 
medium life (with UV protection) of 2 years, while the 
Poliflexy® cones life span is about 10 years without color 
degradation, caused by sunlight and no cracks in that 
period.

Used in highways to warn drivers on road works or accidents 
and to communicate caution measures. Are idoneus for use 
in parking lots and are suitable for take the on car trunk for 
use it in case of any emergency, Are stackable. 

Images are merely illustrative.

LIGHTEN CONES 



Height: 36.1 in. 

Reflective: One ring 3.93" width in white

CNFI-71-SCNFI-91-S

Height: 28.22 in. 
Base: 14.56 x 14.56 in.

CNFI-71-S
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SOLAR CONO FLEX
Code: CNFI-71-S / CNFI-91-S

Measures are nominal and can vary, between +- 2%

Measure:

14.56 in.

Base: 14.56 x 14.56 in.
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CNFI-91-S
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